
  

                   PSHE and RSE – Subject on a page 
 

Why we teach it 

To help the children to develop into responsible citizens making positive and healthy choices in their 
relationships and in their lifestyles. To help them become good stewards of the earth and show gospel 
values towards all members of our school community. To recognize that we are all make in God’s image and 
to recognize the beauty and diverse nature of our world and all who live in it. To appreciate British values. 
 

INTENT - What we are teaching 
In order to cover our RSE statutory requirements we follow the Life to the Full scheme of work. Alongside this we use 
the PSHE association to cover our PSHE teaching. As well as this, we use assemblies and themed weeks and days to 
cover the full PSHE and RSE requirements.  
Using our Life to the Full Scheme of work we cover topics including: Religious Understanding; Me, my body, my 
health; Emotional Well-being; Life Cycles; Personal Relationships; keeping safe and Living in the Wider World.  
We then use the PSHE association using the question-based model (to match our Creative Curriculum) to support the 
teaching. We cover topics including: How can friends communicate safely? What jobs would we like? What can we do 
with money? 
Our schools PSHE themed days and weeks include: Diversity Week, Internet Safety Week, NSPCC day and Mental 
Health Day.  

IMPLEMENTATION - How we teach it 
Our RSE (Life to the Full) lessons are taught discretely throughout the year. Children keep their work in a separate 
folder. Although our PSHE lessons are sometimes taught discretely, they are often taught as part of a topic lesson 
during the creative curriculum or to support a text used in class during the Power of Reading scheme. For example, in 
year 5, the book: ‘There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom’ is read, as part of the topic lessons, children consider what 
makes them special and how they belong to a wider community.  
We also have days where the children work off timetable with their sole focus being that PSHE theme, for example on 
during Internet Safety Week, children will take parts in activities and attend assemblies based around the same 
theme.  

IMPACT - What is working 
 Life to the Full lessons is easily accessible by all teaching staff and staff are able to use this when teaching the RSE 
requirements.  

 
 
On the scale below rate where you believe this subject currently stands in terms of your overall curriculum 
offer: 

 
                         Creative curriculum leader actions and impact 

 

Previous Improvement Actions and 
Impact Current Improvement Actions Future Improvement Actions 

• All staff are teaching Life to 
the Full lessons and are 
confident when using the 
resources on the website 

 
 
 

• PSHE association resources 
need to become more 
accessible and embedded 
into classroom practice   

• Lead is currently creating an 
audit to ascertain if all PSHE 
requirements are being met 

 

• Welcome in more 
professionals within specific 
fields to ensure children are 
being taught subjects to the 
highest of standards 
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